RNA priming of DNA replication by bacteriophage T4 proteins.
Bacteriophage T4 DNA replication proteins have been shown previously to require ribonucleoside triphosphates to initiator new DNA chains on unprimed single-stranded DNA templates in vitro. This DNA synthesis requires a protein controlled by T4 gene 61, as well as the T4 gene 41, 43 (DNA polymerase), 44, 45, and 62 proteins, and is stimulated by the gene 32 (helix-destabilizing) protein. In this paper, the nature of the RNA primers involved in DNA synthesis by the T4 proteins has been determined, using phi X174 and f1 DNA as model templates. The T4 41 and "61" proteins synthesize pentanucleotides with the sequence pppA-C(N)3 where N in positions 3 and 4 can be G, U, C, or A. The same group of sequences is found in the RNA at the 5' terminus of the phi X174 DNA product made by the seven T4 proteins. The DNA product chains begin at multiple discrete positions on the phi X174 DNA template. The characteristics of the T4 41 and "61" protein priming reaction are thus appropriate for a reaction required to initiate the synthesis of discontinuous "Okazaki" pieces on the lagging strand during the replication of duplex DNA.